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QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 90802 30" Christmas Santa & Sleigh

1 88146 Std. Home Happy Holidays

1 88087 Std. Christmas Pin & Ornaments

1 88123 Std. Christmas Fun Characters

1 11901 11" Christmas Ornaments & Dots (6 needed)

1 18152 160 Lime Green Twistee (5 needed)

1 1123 3/16" Red Curling Ribbon

1 1714 Ultra Hi-Float™ (16 oz.)

1 1796 Heavy Smile Face Weight (1 needed)

HOLLY JOLLY
CHRISTMAS

#90802 / #88146
#88087 / #88123

Helium inflate and attach curling 
ribbon. 

#11901
Add Ultra Hi-Float™, helium inflate and 

attach curling ribbon. Arrange foil and latex 
bouquet to match the picture and secure 

them to the heavy weight. 

#18152 
Four-Loop 160 Collar: Air inflate 160 and knot 

ends together forming a circle. Fold circle in half. 
Twist the knot into the fold, forming a figure-8. Push 

both loops into the knotted center and twist to make 
a four-loop cluster. Place under 11" latex and twist 

around curling ribbon to secure. 

Base: Air inflate two latex balloons to 6" and tie them 
together to form a duplet. Repeat to create a second 

duplet. Twist the two duplets together to create a four-
balloon cluster. Use these steps to create second cluster 

inflated to 8". Twist the clusters together to form the 
eight-balloon base.

#11995
Two-Loop 160 Burst: Air inflate 160 and knot ends 

together forming a circle. Fold circle in half. Twist the knot 
into the fold, forming a figure-8. Make 2 or more. Twist 

160s together to form the burst. Tie into the base using an 
uninflated 160.

Slide the weighted balloon bouquet through the base and 
hide the weight underneath.
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